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On the Invariant Regularization 

A set of constraints is found which renders regUlari
zed momentum integration inva~iant under any symmetry 
transformations. Dimensional ~egularization proves to be 
the only scheme satisfying these constraints. It is shown, 
however, that even the invariant momentum integration in 
the presence of anomalies can~ot ensure the invariance of 
the regularization scheme as a whole. 

The investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1, Intro.duction 

An invariant regularization respecting all symme.tries of 

the Lagrangian is a usefull and highly desirable tool for 

treating theories based on various syrrunetry groups, For seve

ral most important groups the invariant regularization schemes 

have already been constructed. One of them. the dimensional 

regularization scheme /1/ proved to be suitable for an extre

mely wide class of field theory models ... The gauge invariance of 

this scheme was shown in /2,J.4/ within different approaches. 

In this paper the constraints imposed on the regulariza

tion scheme due to its invariance are formulated explicitly. 

Then the regularization procedure satisfying these constraints 

for the widest possible class of ~grangians is constructed, 

the anomalous theories being the only exception. This procedure 

appears to be absolutely identical to the standard dimensional 

regularization which therefore may be considered as the regu

larization scheme invariant by construction, 

On the basis of the invariant regularization, one can 

perform the renormalization in the invariant manner ae well, 

for 1nstance,with the help of the 't Hooft method /5/. The 

proof of the invariance of this approach becomes particularly 

easy in "the framework of the background-~ield formalism /6/. 
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2. Invariant integration 

Symmetry properties of the Lagrangian in quantum field 

theory result in some relations for the Green functions known 

as the Ward identities. In paper /7/ a convenient method to 

derive these identities using the generating functional tech

nique was suggested. Ignoring the troubles with ultraviolet 

divergences and applying the recipes of /7/ formally, we 

arrive at the relations which make sense for the integrands 

of corresponding Green's functions only. To give a sense to the 

divergent integrals as well, we must regularize them. 

The universally invariant regularization may be defined as 

the procedure that leaves all formally derived Ward identities 

valid also for regularized Green's functions. Consequently, 

the. invariantly regularized integr9.tion must guarantee the 

correctness of all manipulationS essential for the derivation 

of the Ward identities. Slavnov's papers /7,8/ contain an 

elaborate analysis of· such manipulations with' generating functi

onal and allow us to list the required properties of the un·iver

sally invariant regularized integration proc·edure· in c·onfigu

ration space·: 

1) uniqueness (two different ways of evaluating an 

integral are to give the same result), 

2) linearity,and 

3) possibility to integrate 'by parts neglectin~ the surface terms. 

The third condition is automatically satisfied if all X -space 

expressions are alwey-s interpreted as the Fourier-transfonm of 

p -space ones. Therefore, it Will be convenient to use 

below the p -represent.ation only. 
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We shall treat the momentum integrands associated with 

the Feynman diagrams as formal expressions constructed of a set 

of symbols ( fj' , cJ/',;, ... } poss.easing the Lorenz-covariant 

form and properties (fl' i_;.,; = f'I , I} I} = f' 2, i/'!' = n, . .). This 

algebra of symbols may be regarded as an extension of the usual 

4-dimensional Lorenz algebra (in particular, n may be unequal 

to 4). 'l'he three dots refer to the possibility of using some 

other symbols, for instance, the generalizations of ~ , /'s-
and so on. Of course, the whole set of properties of such sym

bols must be self-consistent. An example of the appropriate 

system of symbols is presented in paper /4/. The functions with 

several numerical arguments replaced by the symbolic ones are 

treated as retaining all their usual properties with respect to 
z :z. 2. z. 

these arguments, e.g. e -<p ef'I = e "'!' +f'I and so forth. 

Now let us reformulate the constraints for the universally 

invariant regularized integration in terms of p -space. 

fdpf(f+K,. . .)=/d;;f(?, . .), ( 1 ) 

/ dt f (-1, .. .) /dp 1!P ... .) , (2) 

fdp /d7 /ft, r ... ) = jJ1 jd; I(;.,,, ... ). (J) 

These relations prevent the dependence of the result of integ

ration on the choice of the internal momentum variables. 

/dp ~a, fi (p, ... ) = f a.-/dt f. (p, ··}. C4al 

The sum in this equality (linearity condition) may be infinite. 

It allows us to transfer a part of the free Lagrangian to the 

interaction one and vice versa, that is necessary for the 

uniquen0ss of the path-integral representation of' the Green 

functions. Note t·hat inf'ini te sums can emerge only due to the 
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power series expansion. In such a case eq. (4a )means that the 

coefficients at equal powers of the expansion parameter are 

equal in both sides. 

Expanding the relationship 

/dp f (.t, p, ... ) = Jf.<, .. ) 
in a parameter o! and using (4a), we o.btain 

fdp ;o( //,p) = ~:/d1 ffot,f',··J. (4b) 

1.e.,the momentum integration and the differentiation with 

respect to a numerical parai;1eter commute. From this there 

immediately follows an analogous feature of the inverse opera

tion, integration over parameter: 

f d.i /cft I f.t, p, .. .) =ft Jd« /(.t, fi, · ·) + quantity independent of ot. · 
(4c) 

Among other invariance properties of the regularized integ

ration the Lorenz-invariance should be noted. In our symbolic 

language it means just retaining the tensor structure of the 

integrand 

/dt f.v ... 1 (p,..) = JJ'v···! ( .. }. (5) 

Finally, the uniqueness condition is to be formulated: 

an arbitrary identity transformation of the integrand does not 

change the result of integration. 

Thus, a set of constraints on the regularized integration 

procedure is found which assures the uniqueness of the repre

sentation of Green's functions in a path-integral fonn and the 

validity of essential manipulations with g~nerating functionals 

in deriving the Ward ideptitiee,. proving the equivalence theo

rem, etc. 
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Whether the properties (1)-(5) are the necessary conditions 

for the universal invariance of integration procedure and for 

what class of integrand funct~ons a scheme obeying these proper

ties exists, these are the open questions~ However, for the 

integrands asSociated with the :Feynman diagrams of any local 

field theory model, these conditions prove to determine the 

regularization scheme uniquely. In the next section this inva-

riant procedure of the regularized momentum integration will 

be constructed explicitly. 

J. Dimensional regularization 

By virtue of (4c) one can use the well-known parametric 

representation for 
J. 

(p2.-ln2.+ iE.}A 

The small imaginary 

propagators: 

_ i-~ id A--' iot.{p'-m•+ic) 
- r(A) o o< o< ~I · 
quantity i £ { E > 0/ serves here, as 

usual, to cut off the integral on its upper lin:i t because the 

symbols p 2 and ml. may be regarded as real quantities. 

Now we encounter the ·problem of evaluating the typical 

integrals 

(J i(.cp'+2jJKf) 
; Of !JL · · /}r e (6) 

Let us begin with more simple auxiliary integral 

(7) 

with .I. and ,B 
momentum. After 

being numerical parameters and K- external 

the shift fJ - fl -#- /( in accordance with 

(1)weget 
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I(.<)= /ape i.tp 
2

• 

To find _:!:~we may use the relations (1) - (5) only, so it is 

not allowed to apply the dimensional analysis for its computa

tion, as it was done by Wilson /9/. 

Therefore, let us consider the integral 

I dp P,r f., e ""f '. (8) 

due to Lorenz-invariance which must be equal to A(«} JI'; 

of the integration procedure. We obtain A (c.1} , mul tipli-

cating (8) by J/'.; : . 
2 

nA{-'J=/o/p2e'"'I' = -i,},. 7(,,(/. 
Consequently 

I . 2 

/ o/ /}- 17., e '"'!' - (9) 

Using (9) and the properties (1) and (2) we find 

f db Kf f, e i(«p'+~KjJ) ei-!:; ~2K~i.2-)fIH/(10) r r '!' /' t;;• n 'J« . 

However, this integral may be evaluated in another way, namely 

differentiating it with respect to .J! : 
fd. i(«p'+.RftKf} __ .£ 1--/do o e t(.tp'+.l,8Kf') 

/.:lfk'fl}-e. - 2?/ r/7' = 
z 2 (11) 

"-f ~; (-!;--~ I(.tJe-<'fK'}-e-'!-K; (!.~·+2~p~J. 
Compairing (10) with (11) gives 

(12) 
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From this _equation one can find 

" I fa<) =/V c(-F 

I(-<) 

( 13) 

(14) 

where ;V ie an arbitrary constant .. It can be shown /10/ that 

this arbitrariness of the regularization procedure ie nonessen

tial because it can be absorbed in the redefinition of renor-

malization constants .. 

Now let us consider the integrals of the following type: 

/cit /?1 ···IJ.r e '"?~ ( 15) 

They vanish for odd r according to (2 ) .. For even r such 

an integral is proportional to appropriate symmetric expressions 

composed of ~/'i,/1i , the proportionality coefficient being 

found as before, in the case of ;4('"',/ • 
It is easy to see that our initial integral (6) can be 

reduced to the type ( 15) by the shift p -1 -.f< K 

Consequently we are able now to perform any relevant momentum 

integrations .. 

We pro?eed now to the integrals over the o{ -paramet era. 

These integrals may diverge in a neighbourhood of o( = 0 

and are to be correctly defined in such cases. The following 

chain of manipulations may be performed: 

/
d'l'p'f(p, . .) = ;-hf. ~o(.!Afd.'f f/n ... lo'e'"'(p'+<c)= 

(P'+t«Ji•i rf,/•.rJiJ' /' tfl'• /r 
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;;,~ L~ .t Aj+f(p ... )e'"lf'+,t) + r~~~~Jf/(?, .. )e i.rrP'•«J.,, )./:;: 

= /dtffP ... .J + i-)-2 fdpf(?, .. )e ,.,(p'+ic)_,,;.j"° 
(t'+<t)) rp+:1J/' " · 

To treat the momentum integration as Well-defined unambiguous 

recipe, one must demand the surface term to be zero, in other 

words 

for arbitrary A . (16) 

Now let us integrate by parts taking into account (16) the 

relation defining Euler's {"" -function. 

00 ""' 

.£.I {cd, z-1 -x :Ii-' <' _,. :I v"' -xlnr:;"' !"Jr e = "¥ ct)f .r e +e-,. e IA = 
0 0 0 

We see that in this cas-e (16) enables us to continue r(z) 
analytically to negative i! . However, the singular parts 

of the of -parameter integi'ala may be reduced to the similar 

form, 

i ""'d J-.< i.r(t:1+ic) 
.r.t e ' 

0 

by standard changes of variables. From this it follows that 

the condition (16) defjnes o( -integrals by means of the 

analytic continuation in ,A 

(17) 

From (14) and (17) we conclude that our regularization proce

dure, reconstructed on the basis of the constraints (1)- (5) 

only, is pre.cisely the dimensional regularization. The proof 

of self-conaiatenc.y of this approach, 1.e. ,check of the validity 
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of underlying properties (1) - (5) in the dimensional regula

rization scheme, has been given by Collins /3/. Thus, the 

relations (1) -(5) may be re~rded as the definition of the 

dimensional regularization,its momentum integ!'r;l~ion procedure 

being universally invariant by construction. However, we show 

below tll.at neither the dimensional nor any other regulariza-

tion as a whole cannot be universally invariant. 

4. Anomalies 

The usual four-dimensional integration, though being inva

riant, produces ultra.violet divergences. This forces us to use 

the invariant (dimensional) integration formulas with It ¥: 9 
Therefore, apart fr.om t·he momentum integra-tion the regulariza

tion procedure as a who.le includes ano~er important .step, 

namely the tranei ti on from h = Y of the initial theory to 

in the regularized. one. To ensure the invariance 

of regularization, all symmetry properties of the Lagrangian 

must be reep.ected at this step. It is the case when the symmetry 

properties hold for arbitrary n and have no explicit depen-

dence on n /-11/. In opposite (anomalous) ca-ee the initial 

symmetry relations do fail when the transformation of the 

Lagrangian from n = .y to II ~ 9 is done, and certainly 

cannot be restored through -the invariant integration. 

Thus, the dimensional regularization scheme ie invariant only 

if the anomalies are absent. 

I wish to expre~s my gratitude to A.A.Slavnov, 

D.V.Shirkov, O.I.Zavyalov and I.T.Todorov for numerous helpful 

discussions and usefull criticism. 
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